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Abstract. This paper provides a coherent framework which allows understanding the
economics of information processing in the management of a firm. Data processing is
modelled as a dynamic parallel-processing model of associative computation with an
endogenous set-up cost. In such a model, the conditions for the efficient organization of
data processing are defined, and the architecture of efficient structures is analyzed. It is
shown that, as in computer systems, the so-called “skip-level reporting” structures are
efficient. However, if the information workload of managers cannot be equalized, then the
best pattern of information workload has to be determined, and resources allocated to the
managers have to be adjusted to it. The method of adjustment of resources to the
information workload of managers in one-shot skip-level reporting structures is presented
and an example of an organization of data processing in demand forecasting is considered.
Keywords: Internal organization of the firm, information processing, resource allocation,
decentralization, hierarchy.
JEL Classification: D8, D2.

1. Introduction
In classical microeconomic theory, a firm is usually considered as
a simple profit-maximizing unit. A complex organizational system, containing a number of interconnected parts, is visualized as a large “black box”
transforming inputs into outputs according to a rule described by a production function. The attention of economists is focused mostly on production,
and it is implicitly assumed that changes in the volume of the firm’s output
affect also parts of the firm that are not directly involved in production
(administration, managing and control, production planning, etc.). It should
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be stressed, however, that in the modern firm more than one third of the
employees carry out activities that are not directly connected with the production process such as, processing and communicating information, monitoring actions of other members of the firm, analyzing the market, planning,
training employees, making decisions, and so on (Radner, 1992). All these
actions (called “managing activities”) are based on the processing of information and require a number of economic resources (labour, computational
and telecommunication equipment, offices, etc.), which can be used in many
different ways producing better or worse results. The way how those resources are organized affects a profitability of the firm and therefore has to
be analysed from the microeconomic point of view.
The present paper focuses on data processing in the management of a
firm and attempts to explore the relationship between organizational aspects
of informational processes, economic efficiency, resource allocation and the
firm’s profit. Information processing is modelled using a dynamic parallel
processing model where the computational abilities of each manager are
determined by the resource he uses. We introduce the concept of “information-processing function”, which describes the relationship between the
resources allocated to a single manager and his computational abilities.
Then, we define an efficiency criterion and analyse the efficient hierarchical
structures. We show that so called skip-level structures are efficient ones.
On the other hand, when the information workload of the managers is not
equal, the computational abilities of the managers have to be adjusted to
their information workload.
Our approach is closely related to a stream of literature on organization
design which draws on insights from computer science, starting with Radner
(1992, 1993), and Radner and Van Zandt (1992). There exists a significant
body of economic literature, based on the model of Radner, focusing on the
role and the importance of the organizational aspects of informational
processes in the management of the firm. Returns to scale in information
processing and their implications on the firm’s size are studied by Radner
and Van Zandt (1992, 2001). Efficient organization of data processing is
investigated by Van Zandt (1995, 1999), Bolton and Dewatripont (1994),
and Prat (1997). Cukrowski (1997) studies the necessary and sufficient
conditions for decentralization of data processing. The effects of changes in
information-processing technology on the efficient organization of dataprocessing are investigated by Cukrowski and Baniak (1999). Van Zandt
(1997, 1998), Orbay (2002) and Meagher et al. (2003) study the case when
new data arrives to the firm before the processing of the old set is finished.
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The quality and speed of information processing is studied by Jehiel (1999)
and Schulte and Grüner (2007). Meagher (2003) and Grüner and Schulte
(2009) investigate the problem of incentives for managers in different information processing structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, data processing in the firm, for the purpose of predicting demand, is considered in order
to show the trade-off between information processing in decision-making in
the firm and the firm’s profit. The costs and benefits from information
processing are formally defined, and the objective of the firm in data processing is specified. In Section 3, information processing in the firm is
described in the conceptual framework of the dynamic parallel-processing
model of associative computation with an endogenous set-up cost. The
original model is extended to include the assumption that the computational
abilities of the managers are determined by the technology of data processing and the resources assigned to them. In Section 4 the efficiency conditions are defined and it is shown that so the called “skip-level reporting”
structures are efficient for data processing in the firm. However, if the
information workload of managers in such structures cannot be equalized,
the best pattern of information workload has to be determined and resources
allocated to data processing have to be not equally distributed among managers. Section 5 illustrates the concepts presented in the paper by means of
an example of the optimal organization of information processing for the
purpose of predicting demand in the firm.
2. Demand forecasting in a firm
Consider a monopolistic profit-maximizing firm operating in a stochastic environment. The firm’s decision about its output level is based on
periodical estimations of stochastic demand Qt coming from N different
sources. Demand in each individual source i is described by the stochastic
process Qi,t (where i = 1, 2, ..., N, and t is an integer number), such that
Qi,t = μi + Xi,t, where μi is the expected value of demand from source i, and
Xi,t is the deviation from the mean, which depends on the history of the process
(Xi,t can be given, for instance, by a linear first order autoregressive process).
The accuracy of estimated demand depends in a crucial way on the delay of computation. If the computation of total demand is instantaneous,
then the estimation At of demand Qt in moment t is perfectly accurate, i.e.
*
N
At =Qt =åi=
1 Q i,t . In this case the firm produces an efficient output Q = Qt = At
and earns the maximum profit. If total demand Qt is computed with a very
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small delay, then prediction At is close to Qt, and the profit of the firm is close
to its maximum. However, if the delay is substantial, then the expected absolute value of the error between real demand Qt and its prediction At is high, and
the information produced is almost worthless (Radner, Van Zandt, 1992).
Thus, the value of the prediction and, consequently, the value of the computational service (which is measured as a difference between the value of the
decisions based on the computational service and the value of the decisions
without the service provided) depend on how good the resulting prediction is
compared to how good it would be without the service. It turns out that the
value of the computational service V is inversely proportional to the absolute
value of the prediction error E=|Qt – At|, which, under an assumption that the
error in computation is not possible, is fully determined by the delay in information processing DN.
The value of the computational service can be therefore represented as
a decreasing and continuous function of the delay in information processing,
i.e.
VQ1,t , Q2,t , ..., Q N ,t (DN ) = Ψ max – Ψ Q1,t , Q2,t , ..., Q N ,t (DN ),
where

Ψ Q1,t ,Q2,t ,...,QN ,t ( DN )
is the loss in the firm’s profit when demand is predicted with delay DN; we
have
dΨ Q1,t ,Q2,t ,...,QN ,t ( DN ) /dDN > 0 and Ψ Q1,t , Q2,t , ..., Q N ,t (0) = 0.
The value Ψmax is the maximum loss in the firm’s profit:
Ψ max = lim Ψ Q1,t , Q 2,t , ..., Q N ,t (DN ).
DN ®¥

The delay DN depends upon the resources allocated to information
processing and on the way in which these resources are organized. In
particular, DN depends on the architecture of data processing structure S(L),
where L denotes the number of managers in the structure, and upon the way
in which data items are distributed among managers, i.e. on the vector of
information workload N = (n1, n2, …, nL), such that n1 + n2 + … + nL = N,
where nj denotes the number of data items assigned to the manager j.
Moreover, since better equipped managers process information faster, for a
given structure S(L) and workload vector N the delay DS(L),N can be
considered as a decreasing function of capital kj allocated to each manager,
hence we have DS(L), N(k1, …, kL). Therefore, the value of the loss due to the
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prediction error should also be considered as a function of capital k1, …, kL
assigned to managers, related to the given structure S(L), workload vector N,
and stochastic processes underlying demands in their sources:
Ψ Q1,t , Q2,t , ...,QN ,t ( DS ( L ), N (k1 , ..., k L )).
Assuming that the cost of data items is small in relation to the cost of
capital and labour, and, consequently, can be neglected (Radner, Van Zandt
(1992)), the total cost of the computational service is C(K,L) = rK+wL,
where w is the price of labour (i.e. manager’s wages), r is the price of
capital, and K = k1 + … + kL denotes the total amount of capital allocated to
data processing. Then profit Π of the monopolistic firm can be specified as
Π = p 0 +VQ1, t , Q2, t , ..., Q N,t (DS ( L ), N (k1,..., kL )) - C (K , L),
where π0 = ρQ* - Ψmax is profit of the firm when demand for its production
is not estimated (ρ denotes profit per unit of output, Q* is the optimal output,
Ψmax is the maximum loss in the firm’s profit);
VQ1, t , Q2, t , ..., Q N , t (DS (L), N (k1,..., kL )) = Ψ max - Ψ Q1, t , Q2, t , ..., Q N, t (DS (L), N (k1,..., kL )
is the value of the computational service.
After rearrangement, the profit of the firm can be represented as
Π = ρQ* - Ψ Q1, t , Q2, t , ..., Q N, t (DS (L ), N (k1, ..., k L )) - C (k1 +, ..., + k L , L).
If the deviation from the highest profit due to noninstantaneous and
costly information processing is
ΦQS1,(Lt ,),QN2,t , ..., Q N ,t (k1,...,kL ,L) = Ψ Q1, t , Q 2, t , ..., Q N ,t (DS (L ), N (k1, ..., k L )) + C(k1 + ,..., + k L , L),

then the profit of the firm can be written as
Π = ρQ* - ΦQS1,(Lt ,),QN2, t , ..., Q N, t (k1 ,..., k L , L).

Therefore, the profit of the firm depends on the stochastic processes
underlying demand in its sources (i.e. is random), and, consequently, the
objective of the firm is to maximize its expected value. Maximization of the
expected profit is equivalent to the minimization of the expected value of
the deviation from the highest profit, therefore, the objective of the firm
forecasting demand for its production is to determine: (1) the number of
managers involved in data processing L, (2) the architecture of information
processing structure S(L), (3) the information workload of managers N, and
(4) the amount of capital kj (j = 1, …, L) assigned to each manager in the
structure, which minimize the expected value of the deviation from the
highest profit: E[ΦQS ( L, Q), N , ...,Q (k1 ,..., k L , L)].
1,t

2,t

N ,t
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3. Information processing in a firm
To focus on data processing in demand forecasting in a firm, consider
the information-processing sector in which cohorts of N data items are
summarized, and assume that the information-processing system works in
a one-shot regime, i.e. delays between subsequent cohorts of data coming
into the system are greater (or at least equal to) than the time of a single
cohort processing (this ensures that queues of data in the informationprocessing structure cannot arise).
Suppose that the demand is estimated by managers (we use the term
“managers” in the broader context to describe: accountants, staff, clerks,
secretaries and so forth) and each manager performs similarly to the processor
in the computer system. In particular, assume that each manager has an external
memory for information storage, and can perform simple operations with
numerical data. Each particular operation consists in retrieving a single data
item from the memory and either keeping the value in the “brain” of the
manager or summarizing the value with the actual contents of his “brain”. The
duration of any operation is assumed to be independent of the values of the data
used. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, assume that managers cannot make
errors in computation and each manager can send the result computed (contents
of its “brain”) to an output or to the external memory of any other manager in
zero time (since the time of data transfer is negligible comparing with the time
needed for the analysis and processing of large data structures).
Since, in management, similarly to other parts of the firm, not only
managers (i.e. labour) but also capital (embodied in computers, buildings,
telecommunication channels or other equipment) is employed in the
computational process, the speed of data processing by each individual
manager is assumed to be a function of capital k he uses. The relationship
between resources assigned to the manager and the number of operations he
can compute in a unit of time is determined by the existing technology of
information processing, and can be represented in functional form as F(k):
R+ ´ R+® R+, where F(k) is continuous, twice differentiable, increasing and
strictly concave function of capital k, such that F(0) = 0. By analogy to
production function, F(k) is called an “information processing function”.
Each manager summarises data in a serial fashion. Thus, to speed up
this process, data processing can be organized in a decentralized way in the
team of managers, i.e. in decentralized information processing structure1
1

An information processing structure is defined to be a directed graph with the managers
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(we shall call a one-manager structure centralized and more-than-onemanager structure decentralized). Note, however, that even a few managers
can be organized in many different ways computing results with a different
delay. Thus, the analysis below focuses on the issues of efficient use of the
resources in data processing in the firm (in particular, on the architecture of
the efficient data processing structures, pattern of information workload of
the managers, and allocation of resources within the structure).
4. Efficient data processing in a firm
Since the delay in data processing as well as the resources allocated to
information processing (i.e. managers L, and capital K) are costly for the
firm, the computational process is organized in efficient way if, for a given
number of data items processed N, it is not possible to get the same delay in
information processing using less of one input to information processing
(i.e. capital or managers) and no more of the other.
Radner (1992, 1993) shows that the minimum time (number of cycles)
needed to add N items of data with the help of L managers (in his
terminology: processors with fixed processing power and duration of
individual operations d = 1) is determined by the time of computation of
CN(L) operations, where CN(L) is given as
N
C N ( L) = ë û + élog 2 ( L + N mod L)ù
L
and attained by the so-called “skip-level reporting” structures with asequally-as-possible-loaded managers (if 1 < L < ëN/2û),2 or by a fully
centralized structure (if L = 1). In the simplest case, when all managers are
identical, then the duration of each individual operation can be specified as
d(K/L) = 1/F(K/L), where L is the number of managers and K denotes a total
amount of capital allocated to information processing. Therefore, for a given
K, the minimum delay can be determined as CN(L)/F(K/L), and,
consequently, skip-level reporting structures are efficient for decentralized
data processing in the firm (note that a centralized structure L = 1 could be
efficient as well).3
at nodes, and the directed link from one manager to another if, and only if, the first sends the
results computed to the second.
2
The number of managers L in any skip-level reporting structure is limited (L £ ëN/2û)
because at least two data items have to be assigned to each of them.
3
See (Cukrowski, 1997) for details.
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The term skip-level reporting refers to an organization where managers
form a hierarchical network, defined as an inverted ranked tree (with the
root in the top) in which each manager (except for the top one) sends data
(“reports to”) exactly to the one superior manager above him. An example
of the skip-level reporting structure with L = 8 managers, designed for the
summation of N = 40 items of data is presented in Fig. 1a. In this process
each manager receives five data items. All the managers spend periods 1
through 5 summarizing data assigned to them. At this point, four of the
managers send their total to the other four, with each manager receiving one
data item. This is summarized with the manager’s previous total in period 6.
At the end of this period, two of the managers send their partial results to
the other two. These data items are summarized with previous totals in
period 7, after which one manager sends its total to the other. Finally, the
result is computed in period 8. The time diagram describing this process is
shown in Fig. 1b.
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Fig. 1. The skip-level reporting structure (L = 8, N = 40, managers are represented
as ellipses, data items are represented by octagons) (a),
and the time diagram of the computational process (b)

Since skip-level reporting structures are efficient for decentralized data
processing in the firm, the number of managers L in the efficient structure
S*(L) (centralized or decentralized skip-level reporting) is always a power
of 2. Consequently, the possible values of L increase quickly. On the other
hand, L is bounded (L £ ëN/2û). Consequently, for a significantly high
number of data items processed N, only structures with few possible sizes
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should be considered as possibly efficient (For example, if N = 67 000 000,
then only 25 structures of a different size could be efficient). This implies
that if all managers are identical, then the efficiency frontier can be simply
derived from the following optimization problem:

DN ( K , L) = Min
Min
{CN ( L)/F ( K/L)}.
L
K

(1)

where L Î L* and L* is the set of possible numbers of managers in the
efficient structure so L*={2x, x = 0, 1, 2, ..., ëlog2(N/2)û}, and K ³ 0.
Note however, that (1) does not always characterize the efficiency
frontier if computational abilities of managers are not the same, i.e. if the
resources are not equally distributed among the managers. To clarify the
statement above, consider the skip-level reporting structure with L = 4
managers (Fig. 2a) working in a one-shot regime.
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Fig. 2. The skip-level reporting structure with L = 4 managers (a),
the time diagram of the computational process with identical managers (b)
and the time diagram of the computational process with non-identical managers (c)

Assume that the information workload of the managers is given by the
vector (n1, n2, n3, n4), such that n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 = N, where nj denotes the
number of data items assigned to the manager j ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4), and suppose
that data items cannot be equally distributed among the managers in the
structure, e.g. that n1 = ëN/Lû + 1 and n2 = n3 = n4 = ëN/Lû.
If all managers are identical, then the partial results computed by
managers marked as 2 and 3 cannot be immediately used for the remaining
computations (see Fig. 2b). Waiting can be eliminated from the process if
the computational abilities of the managers are adjusted to the information
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workload. The time diagram describing the computational process in the
structure with non identical managers is presented in Fig. 2c.
Note that waiting will be eliminated from the computational process if
the following conditions are satisfied:4
n1d1 = n2d2,
(n1 + 1)d1 = (n3 + 1)d3,
n3d3 = n4d4,
where dj denotes the duration of a single operation performed by manager j
(j = 1, 2, 3, 4). It turns out that durations of the operations performed by the toplevel manager have to be such that d1 = (n2/n1)d2, d1 = [(n3 + 1)/(n1 + 1)]d3,
and d1 = (n4/n3)[(n3 + 1)/(n1 + 1)]d4. This implies that if n1 > n2 = n3 = n4
then d1 < d2, d3, d4. Consequently, d1 < d(K/L), and the total delay in
information processing (DN = (n1 + log2L)d1) is smaller than in the case
when d1 = d(K/L) and all managers have the same computational abilities.
Consider now the efficient (skip-level reporting) structure S* of the
optional size L, i.e., S*(L). Assume that the vector (n1, n2, ..., nL) such that
n1 + n2 + ... + nL = N, describes the information workload of the managers
enumerated according to a recursive procedure: NUM(J, I)5. The algorithm
of this simple procedure includes the following steps6:
Step 1. Set the level i of the immediate subordinate manager equal to
zero (i.e. set i = 0);
Step 2. Assign the number J + 2i to the immediate subordinate manager
of the manager J, on the level i;
Step 3. If i > 0 then call (recursively) the procedure NUM(J + 2i, i);
Step 4. Increase the level of the immediate subordinate manager, i.e. set
i = i + 1;
Step 5. If i < I (where I is the level of manager J) then execute step 2.
Note that for any information workload (n1, n2, ..., nL) the waiting states
are eliminated from the computational process organized in data processing
structure S*(L), if
4

Each condition corresponds to one communication channel in the structure (or to one arrow on the time diagram in Fig. 2c).
5
To enumerate the processing elements in the skip-level reporting structure, one has to assign the number 1 to the top-level processor, and call the procedure NUM(J, I) with parameters
J = 1 and I = log2L.
6
The processing elements in the structures presented in Fig. 1a or Fig. 2a are enumerated
according to this procedure.
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(n j + z) d j = (n( j+2z ) + z) d ( j+2z ) , j = 2m – 1 (m = 1, 2, ..., L/2),
z = 0, 1, ..., level(j) – 1,
where level(j) denotes the level of manager j (j = 1, 2, …, L).
We represent the duration of the individual operation performed by
manager j (j = 1, 2, …, L) as dj(kj) = 1/F(kj), where kj = αjK/L (K and L
denote respectively the amount of capital and the number of managers
employed in data processing), αj (j = 1, 2, …, L) are adjustment coefficients,
such that
L

L

j =1

j =1

K = å α j K/L, or, equivalently L = å α j.

Note that for any given efficient information structure S*(L) and
information workload vector (n1, n2, …, nL), adjustment coefficients
α1, α2, …, αL can be derived from the following system of equations:
nj+ z
n( j +2 z ) + z
=
,
(2)
F (a j K/L) F (a ( j+2z ) K/L)
L

L = åa j ,
j=1

where j = 2m – 1 (m = 1, 2, …, L/2), and z = 0, 1, …, level(j) – 1. Note that
(2) specifies L – 1 equations.
Since for a given structure S*(L), and the number of data items
processed N, different vectors of information workload may lead to different
values of adjustment coefficients α1, α2, …, αL (see Appendix), and,
consequently, to different delay in data processing, the efficiency frontier in
data processing in the firm is fully determined by the following expression
n1 + log 2 L
Min Min
{
},
D N ( K , L) = Min
( n1 , n2 ,...,n L )
L
K
F (α1 (n1 , n2 ,..., nL) K/L)
where (n1, n2, …, nL)ÎNS*(L) (NS*(L) = {(n1, n2, …, nL): n1 + n2 + … + nL = N,
|ni – nj| £ 1 (i, j = 1, 2, …, L)}).
Finally, taking into account that for any given information structure
S*(L) and information workload (n1, n2, …, nL) there exists a single vector of
adjustment coefficients (α1, α2, …, αL), so that an optimal allocation of
capital to manager j can be easily determined as kj = αjK/L (j = 1, 2, ..., L),
the objective of the firm in data processing can be represented as
Min Min Min {E[Ψ Q1, t ,Q2, t , ..., Q N, t (DS* ( L ),( n , n ,..., n ) (K ))] + rK + wL},
L

( n1 ,n2 ,...,nL )

K

1

2

L

where L = 2 , x = 0, 1, 2, …, ëlog2(N/2)û), (n1, n2, …, nL) Î NS*(L), K ³ 0.
x
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5. Optimal allocation of the resources to data processing
in the demand forecasting in a firm
To illustrate the concept of the optimal organization of demand
forecasting and data processing in enterprises, consider an example of
monopolistic firm which estimates demand for its production. Assume that
the technology of information processing is described by informationprocessing function: F(k) = kl, where l (0 < l < 1) is a constant coefficient.
Moreover, suppose that the loss due to the prediction error is proportional to
the square of the difference between the estimation of demand At and the
real value of demand Qt in the moment t, i.e. Ψ = (At - Qt)2. Assume also
that the stochastic processes generating demands Qi,t (where i = 1, 2, ..., N,
and t is an integer number) are independent and identically distributed,
specified as Qi,t = m + Xi,t, where μ is the mean value of demand, and Xi,t is
the difference between Qi,t and its mean described as a first order autoregressive
process: Xi,t = γXi,t–1 + εi,t (|γ| < 1), where εi,t are independent and identically
distributed Gaussian variables with mean equal to zero and variance ω2.
The variance ξ2 of each individual stochastic process around its mean is
x 2 = E ( X i2,t ) = ω2 /(1 – γ 2). The demand estimation in moment t performed
on the basis of the history of process Xi,t up to date (t - s), is given as γsXi,t–s.
The expected value of the square of the error in estimation (for each
individual source of demand) is E[(γsXi,t–s – Xi,t)2] = (1 – γ2s)ξ2. If the demand
coming from N data sources is estimated with lag s, then the expected value
of the loss due to the prediction error equals
E[Ψ Q1, t , Q2, t , ..., Q N, t (s)]= N (1 - g 2s)x 2.
If DS

*

( L ), ( n1 , n2 ,...,n L )

( K ) is the delay in information processing in an efficient

structure with L managers, then the expected value of the loss due to prediction
error is
*
(K ))]= N (1-g 2 D S (L ),(n1 , n2 , ..., nL ) (K ))x 2.
E[Ψ Q1,t , Q2,t , ..., Q N ,t ( D *
S ( L ),(n1 ,n2 ,...,nL )

The delay in information processing in the efficient structure with L
managers is given as
DS * ( L ),(n ,n
1

2 ,...,n L )

( K ) = (n1 + log 2 L)/F (a 1 (n1 , n2 ,..., nL ) K/L),

where n1 is the number of data items assigned to the top-level manager
(n1 = ëN/Lû, if (N mod L) = 0, or n1 = ëN/Lû+1, otherwise), α1(n1, n2 ,…, nL)
is a coefficient of adjustment of capital assigned to the top-level manager to
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information workload. The expected value of the loss due to the prediction
error is therefore
n1+log 2 L

E[Ψ Q1,t , Q2,t , ..., Q N, t (DS* ( L ),(n , n ,..., n ) (K ))]= N (1-g 2 F (a1(n1 , n2 , ..., nL ) K /L ) )x 2.
1

2

L

Finally, the optimal size of the efficient information-processing
structure and the optimal allocation of resources should be derived
(numerically) from the following optimization problem:
n1+log2L
Min Min Min {N (1-g 2 F ( α1(n1 , n2 ,..., nL ) K /L ) ) w 2 + rK + wL},
L ( n1 , n2 ,..., nL ) K
1-g
2

where L = 2x, x = 0, 1, 2, ..., ëlog2(N/2)û; (n1, n2, …, nL) Î NS*(L), K ³ 0, and
r and w denote price of capital and labour (managers), respectively.
6. Conclusions
The analysis of different aspects of information processing in the firm has
appeared frequently in the economic literature. In a number of recent papers,
data processing in the firm has been described in terms of a dynamic parallel
processing model of associative computation which has been directly adopted
from computer science literature, and, consequently, its conceptual framework
differs from that which is usually used in microeconomic research. The present
paper shows how information processing in a firm should be described and
analyzed in a typical microeconomic setting.
The analysis focuses on numerical computations in a firm for the purpose
of predicting demand. Information processing is modelled using a dynamic
parallel processing model of associative computation extended to include the
assumption that computational abilities of each manager (the speed of
computation) is determined by the resources he uses. To describe the
relationship between the resources allocated to a single manager and its
computational abilities, the concept of an information-processing function is
introduced. For such a model, the efficiency criterion is defined and the
architecture of the efficient structures is analyzed. The paper shows that, in
a firm, similar to parallel computers, the so called “skip-level reporting”
structures are efficient. However, in the case when the information workload of
the managers cannot be equalized, the pattern of the workload of the managers
has to be selected, and the computational abilities of the managers (resources
allocated to the managers), have to be adjusted to their information workload.
One important contribution of this paper to the current research in the
internal theory of the firm is the introduction of the concept of the information-
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processing function to the dynamic parallel processing model of associative
computation. This concept provides the same methodological framework for
the analysis of management and production sectors of the firm, and allows one
to employ the model presented for the study of more complex economic issues
in which these parts of the firm have to be analyzed together.
APPENDIX
Adjusting resources to information workload
in a simple one-shot skip-level reporting structure
Consider a skip-level reporting structure with L = 4 managers (as in
Fig. 2a) working in the one-shot regime. Assume that cohorts of N items of
data are summarized, and data items are distributed among the managers as
(n1, n2, n3, n4), where n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 = N, and nj denotes the number of
data items assigned to the manager j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4). Suppose that informationprocessing function has the form: F(kj) = kjl, where l (0 < l < 1) is a
constant coefficient, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The delay of a single operation performed by manager j is specified as
dj = d(kj) = 1/F(kj) = kj-l, where kj = αjK/L denotes the amount of the capital
allocated to manager j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), K denotes the total amount of the
capital allocated to data processing, L (L = 4) is the number of managers,
αj is the coefficient of adjustment of resources to information workload,
such that (L = 4). Since the duration of a single operation dj can be
represented as dj = (αjK/L)-l, coefficients αj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be determined from the following system of equations:
n1α1-l(K/L)-l = n2α2-l(K/L)-l,

(3)

(n1 + 1)α1-l(K/L)-l = (n3 + 1)α3-l(K/L)-l,

(4)

n3α3-l(K/L)-l = n4α4-l(K/L)-l,

(5)

α1 + α2 + α3 + α4 = L.

(6)

The solution to the system of equations (3)-(6) can be represented as

a 1(n1,n 2,n3,n 4) =

a 2(n1,n 2,n 3,n 4) =

1/ λ

1+ ( n2 n1 )

L
,
+ [(n 3 +1) (n1 +1)]1/ λ [1+ ( n4 n3 )1/ λ ]

( n2 n1 )1/ λ L
,
1+ ( n2 n1 )1/ λ + [(n 3 +1) ( n1 +1)]1/ λ [1 +( n4 n3 )1/ λ ]
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[(n 3 +1) (n1 +1)]1/ λ L
,
1+ ( n2 n1 )1/ λ + [(n 3 +1) ( n1 +1)]1/ λ [1 + ( n4 n3 )1/ λ ]

(n4 n3 )1 /λ [(n3 +1) (n1 +1)]1 /λ L
.
a 4 (n1 , n2 , n3 , n4) =
1+ (n2 n1 ) +[(n3 +1) (n1 +1)]1 /λ [1 + (n4 n3 )1 /λ ]
Therefore the efficiency requires that in the structure S*(4), manager j
has to use capital kj = αjK/L (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), where K is the total amount of
the capital allocated to data processing, L (L = 4) is the number of managers,
and coefficients of adjustment of resources to information workload αj
(j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are specified above.
The example considered shows explicitly that if n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 = n = N/L
then α1 = α2 = α3 = α4, and, consequently, the resources need to be equally
distributed among the managers, and all the managers should have the same
computational abilities.
Note, however, that if managers cannot be equally loaded, then for
a given number of data items processed, values of αj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) depend
on the particular distribution of data items among the managers. For
example, if N = 10, and 2 (out of 6 possible) information processing vectors
are specified as: (3, 3, 2, 2) and (3, 2, 3, 2), then
L
L
and α1 (3,2,3,2) =
.
α1 (3,3,2,2) =
1 /λ
2[1 + (2/3)1 /λ ]
2[1 + (3/4) ]
Since 0 < l < 1, α1(3, 3, 2, 2) < α1(3, 2, 3, 2). Consequently, the pattern of
resource distribution within the efficient structures depends only on the
number of managers and the vector of information workload.
Finally, note that if the number of data items assigned to the manager
with the lowest information workload n = ëN/Lû is big enough (and all
managers are loaded as equally as possible) resources are distributed among
managers almost equally. This suggests that allocation of resources
according to the workload of managers is especially important when small
cohorts of data are processed.
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